
Only basic steps may be performed. Tusgrád 
competitions are confined to dancers who 
have not won first prize in that particular 
dance in Tus, Mean or Árd Grád. Meangrád 
competitions are confined to dancers who 
have not won first prize in the particular 
dance in Mean or Árd. 

9. No block, en pointe work, stationary or 
moving is allowed to be performed for all 
ages up to and including u/12.	

10. All entries taken on day of feis.	

11. All times other than morning are 
approximate.	

12. Preliminary championships eligibility  
- a dancer must not have placed top 5 in an 
open championship judged by 3 or more 
adjudicators. 
- a dancer must not have won 3 or more 
preliminary championships  
- a dancer must not have qualified for 
Oireachtas Rince na Cruinne 2018 or 2019.

 1. Entries will only be accepted from        
teachers currently registered with An 
Coimisiún le Rincí Gaelacha.  

 2. Age will be reckoned from the 1st of         
January 2019.  

 3. The use of camcorders is not permitted         
during dancing.  

 4. Objections must be lodged within one         
hour of the announcement of a 
competition result and accompanied 
by a fee of €15 from registered teachers 
only.  

 5. The feis committee will not accept any         
responsibility for personal injuries or 
damage to property on premises.  

 6. Competitors in Bungrád and Túsgrád         
may only wear a class costume, dress 
or skirt top.  

 7. Make-up, wigs and fake tan is not         
permissible.  

 8. Bungrád competitions are confined to         
those who have never won a first prize 
for that particular dance in any age 
group. 

!
Enquiries: Alan Scariff   085-2072751	

Accommodation: Claregalway Hotel, 091-738200 /Arches Hotel, Claregalway 091-739000 /	

Clayton Hotel ,Ballybrit Galway, 091-721900 / Maldron Hotel Oranmore ,Co Galway 091-792 244.	

Directions:  The Claregalway Hall is located just off the Claregalway – Oranmore Rd 
(N18) 
Admission /Adult€ 5.00  
Solo Competitions € 4.00  
Príomh Chomórtais €20 Craobhacha €25.00 inc. 3 results Preliminary 
Championship €30	
!
Please note :Hot food and drinks will be available in the hall both days.


